Wallace Fountains Guidebook now Available

Author Barbara Lambesis (left) and translator Maria Matalaev celebrate the publishing of the bilingual guidebook to the Wallace Fountains of Paris with a coffee at a Paris café.

The guidebook, *Find the Wallace Fountains Find Paris/Trouver les Fontaines Wallace Trouver Paris* gives a brief history of the iconic Wallace Fountains of Paris and their donor, the Englishman Sir Richard Wallace. Each of the 103 Wallace Fountains scattered throughout Paris are organized into 21 self-guided walks.

All 21 walks in the colorful guide can be done in a half day and are prefect for family or group outings, as well as individual promenades. Users will encounter the city’s hidden treasures in small neighborhoods and backstreets, areas of Paris rich in beauty, heritage and vibrancy – sans the tourists. Finding the fountains is a fun way to find the real Paris.

The guidebook will have its official launch in October 2019 but is available now by making a donation to the Society of the Wallace Fountains. If you live in Paris, visit Paris or know someone who will be travelling to Paris, the guide is a perfect companion. Click Here for more information.